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Cathedrals Under Siege: Cathedrals in English Society, 1600Ð1700 Penn State Press The Post-Reformation Religion, Politics and Society in Britain, 1603-1714 Routledge The 17th
century was a dynamic period characterized by huge political and social changes, including the Civil War, the execution of Charles I, the Commonwealth and the Restoration. The
Britain of 1714 was recognizably more modern than it was in 1603. At the heart of these changes was religion and the search for an acceptable religious settlement, which
stimulated the Pilgrim Fathers to leave to settle America, the Popish plot and the Glorious Revolution in which James II was kicked oﬀ the throne. This book looks at both the private
aspects of human beliefs and practices and also institutional religion, investigating the growing competition between rival versions of Christianity and the growing expectation that
individuals should be allowed to worship as they saw ﬁt. A People's Church A History of the Church of England Proﬁle Books Weaving social, political, and religious history together
with church music and architecture, A People's Church is a clear-eyed look at Anglican history through the ages. This history is as tumultuous as it is long. The transformative
1534-1660 period shaped not only the Church of England but the country itself, encompassing the Reformation, the return to Catholicism under Mary, and the Civil War. This was
closely followed by the Restoration of the monarchy in 1688, the expulsion of the Dissenters, and the 1689 Bill of Rights. By the time of John Henry Newman and the Industrial
Revolution, the church was fragile. How, then, has it endured? And what of its future? A Handbook of English Renaissance Literary Studies John Wiley & Sons Provides a detailed map
of contemporary critical theory in Renaissance and Early Modern English literary studies beyond Shakespeare A Handbook of English Renaissance Literary Studies is a
groundbreaking guide to the contemporary engagement with critical theory within the larger disciplinary area of Renaissance and Early Modern studies. Comprising commissioned
contributions from leading international scholars, it provides an overview of literary theory, beyond Shakespeare, focusing on most major ﬁgures, as well as some lesser-known
writers of the period. This book represents an important ﬁrst step in bridging the divide between the abundance of titles which explore applications of theory in Shakespeare
studies, and the relative lack of such texts concerning English Literary Renaissance studies as a whole, which includes major ﬁgures such as Marlowe, Jonson, Donne, and Milton.
The tripartite structure oﬀers a map of the critical landscape so that students can appreciate the breadth of the work being done, along with an exploration of the ways in which the
treatments of or approaches to key issues have changed over time. Handbook of English Renaissance Literary Studies is must-reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students
of early modern and Renaissance English literature, as well as their instructors and advisors. Divided into three main sections, “Conditions of Subjectivity,” “Spaces, Places, and
Forms,” and “Practices and Theories,” A Handbook of English Renaissance Literary Studies: Provides an overview of theoretical work and the theoretical-informed competencies
which are central to the teaching of English Renaissance literary studies beyond Shakespeare Provides a map of the critical landscape of the ﬁeld to provide students with an
opportunity to appreciate the breadth of the work done Features newly-commissioned essays in representative subject areas to oﬀer a clear picture of the contemporary
theoretically-engaged work in the ﬁeld Explores the ways in which the treatments of or approaches to key issues have changed over time Oﬀers examples of the ways in which the
practice of a theoretically-engaged criticism may enrich the personal and professional lives of critics, and the culture in which such critical practice takes place Shrines of the Saints
Canterbury Press Shrine enthusiast Michael Tavinor explores the history and the present day signiﬁcance of the shrines to the saints that can be found in many cathedrals and abbeys.
He includes information on current ‘working shrines’ and a reﬂection on the power of shrines now, from cathedrals to the 'roadside shrines’ prevalent today. Faith and Fabric A
History of Rochester Cathedral, 604-1994 Boydell & Brewer First authoritative study of Rochester cathedral, its history, architecture, and people. Norwich Cathedral Close The
Evolution of the English Cathedral Landscape Boydell Press Changes in the layout of the cathedral and its close traced over 600 years, using Norwich as a case-study. Puritan
Iconoclasm During the English Civil War Boydell Press An examination of Puritan iconoclasm, the reasons which led to it, and the forces which sustained it. St Paul's Cathedral Precinct
in Early Modern Literature and Culture Spatial Practices Oxford University Press, USA Prior to the 1666 ﬁre of London, St Paul's Cathedral was an important central site for religious,
commercial, and social life in London. The literature of the period - both ﬁctional and historical - reveals a great interest in the space, and show it to be complex and contested, with
multiple functions and uses beyond its status as a church. St Paul's Cathedral Precinct in Early Modern Literature and Culture: Spatial Practices animates the cathedral space by
focusing on the every day functions of the building, deepening and sometimes complicating previous works on St Paul's. St Paul's Cathedral Precinct in Early Modern Literature and
Culture is a study of London's cathedral, its immediate surroundings, and its everyday users in early modern literary and historical documents and images, with special emphasis on
the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. It discusses representations of several of the seemingly discrete spaces of the precinct to reveal how these spaces overlap with
and inform one another spatially, and argues that speciﬁc locations should be seen as mutually constitutive and in a dynamic and ever-evolving state. The varied uses of the
precinct, including the embodied spatial practices of early modern Londoners and visitors, are examined, including the walkers in the nave, sermon-goers, those who shopped for
books, the residents of the precinct, the choristers, and those who were devoted to church repairs and renovations. English Church Monuments in the Middle Ages History and
Representation Oxford University Press This is a comprehensive survey of English medieval church monuments. It examines all types of monument-cross slabs, brasses, incised slabs,
and sculpted eﬃgies. It analyzes them in an historical context to show what they reveal of the self image and religious aspirations of those they commemorate.--Summary by the
editor. Bishops and Power in Early Modern England A&C Black Armed with pistols and wearing jackboots, Bishop Henry Compton rode out in 1688 against his King but in defence of
the Church of England and its bishops. His actions are a dramatic but telling indication of what was at stake for bishops in early modern England and Compton's action at the height
of the Restoration was the culmination of more than a century and a half of religious controversy that engulfed bishops. Bishops were among the most important instruments of
royal, religious, national and local authority in seventeenth-century England. While their actions and ideas trickled down to the lower strata of the population, poor opinions of
bishops ﬁltered back up, ﬁnding expression in public forums, printed pamphlets and more subversive forms including scurrilous verse and mocking illustrations. Bishops and Power
in Early Modern England explores the role and involvement of bishops at the centre of both government and belief in early modern England. It probes the controversial actions and
ideas which sparked parliamentary agitation against them, demands for religious reform, and even war. Bishops and Power in Early Modern England examines arguments
challenging episcopal authority and the counter-arguments which stressed the necessity of bishops in England and their status as useful and godly ministers. The book argues that
episcopal writers constructed an identity as reformed agents of church authority. Charting the development of this identity over a hundred and ﬁfty years, from the Reformation to
the Restoration, this book traces the history of early modern England from an original and highly signiﬁcant perspective. This book engages with many aspects of the social, political
and religious history of early modern England and will therefore be key reading for undergraduates and postgraduates, and researchers working in the early modern ﬁeld, and
anyone who has an interest in this period of history. Broken Idols of the English Reformation Roger Morrice and the Puritan Whigs The Entring Book, 1677-1691 Boydell & Brewer Mark
Goldie's authoritative and highly readable introduction to the political and religious landscape of Britain during the turbulent era of later Stuart rule. Religion and the Early Modern
State Views from China, Russia, and the West Cambridge University Press How did state power impinge on the religion of the ordinary person? This perennial issue has been sharpened
as historians uncover the process of 'confessionalization' or 'acculturation', by which oﬃcials of state and church collaborated in ambitious programs of Protestant or Catholic
reform, intended to change the religious consciousness and the behaviour of ordinary men and women. In the belief that specialists in one area of the globe can learn from the
questions posed by colleagues working in the same period in other regions, this volume sets the topic in a wider framework. Thirteen essays, grouped in themes aﬀording parallel
views of England and Europe, Tsarist Russia, and Ming China, show a spectrum of possibilities for what early modern governments tried to achieve by regulating religious life, and
for how religious communities evolved in new directions, either in keeping with or in spite of oﬃcial injunctions. Glorious Temples or Babylonic Whores The Culture of Church
Building in Stuart England through the Lens of Consecration Sermons BRILL An account of the intellectual and cultural history of church architecture in Stuart England based upon
the discourse analysis of forty consecration sermons. "A Man Very Well Studyed" New Contexts for Thomas Browne BRILL This volume of essays on Thomas Browne aims to set the
man and his works in new contexts. Drawing on new research into his reading, readers, biography, manuscripts, and politics, a new picture of Browne and his writing emerges,
clarifying his relationship to seventeenth-century English and European culture. Printed Musical Propaganda in Early Modern England Liverpool University Press Printed Musical
Propaganda in Early Modern England reveals how consistently music, in theory and practice, was used as propaganda in a variety of printed genres that included or discussed music
from the English Civil Wars through the reign of William and Mary. These printed items—bawdy broadside ballads, pamphlets paid for by Parliament, sermons advertising the Church
of England’s love of music, catch-all music collections, music treatises addressed to monarchs, and masque and opera texts—when connected in a contextual mosaic, reveal a new
picture of not just individual propaganda pieces, but multi-work propaganda campaigns with contributions that cross social boundaries. Musicians, Royalists, Parliamentarians,
government oﬃcials, propagandists, clergymen, academics, and music printers worked together setting musical traps to catch the hearts and minds of their audiences and readers.
Printed Musical Propaganda proves that the inﬂuential power of music was not merely an academic matter for the early modern English, but rather a practical beneﬁt that many
sought to exploit for their own gain. Medicine, Charity and Mutual Aid The Consumption of Health and Welfare in Britain, c.1550–1950 Routledge The history of the voluntary sector in
British towns and cities has received increasing scholarly attention in recent years. Nevertheless, whilst there have been a number of valuable contributions looking at issues such
as charity as a key welfare provider, charity and medicine, and charity and power in the community, there has been no book length exploration of the role and position of the
recipient. By focusing on the recipients of charity, rather than the donors or institutions, this volume tackles searching questions of social control and cohesion, and the relationship
between providers and recipients in a new and revealing manner. It is shown how these issues changed over the course of the nineteenth century, as the frontier between the state
and the voluntary sector shifted away from charity towards greater reliance on public ﬁnance, workers' contributions, and mutual aid. In turn, these new sources of assistance
enriched civil society, encouraging democratization, empowerment and social inclusion for previously marginalized members of the community. The book opens with an introduction
that locates medicine, charity and mutual aid within their broad historiographical and urban contexts. Twelve archive-based, inter-related chapters follow. Their main chronological
focus is the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, which witnessed such momentous changes in the attitudes to, and allocation of, charity and poor relief. However, individual
chapters on the early modern period, the eighteenth century and the aftermath of the Second World War provide illuminating context and help ensure that the volume provides a
systematic overview of the subject that will be of interest to social, urban, and medical historians. The Atlantic World and Virginia, 1550-1624 UNC Press Books In response to the
global turn in scholarship on colonial and early modern history, the eighteen essays in this volume provide a fresh and much-needed perspective on the wider context of the
encounter between the inhabitants of precolonial Virginia and the English. This collection oﬀers an interdisciplinary consideration of developments in Native America, Europe, Africa,
the Caribbean, and the Chesapeake, highlighting the mosaic of regions and inﬂuences that formed the context and impetus for the English settlement at Jamestown in 1607. The
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volume reﬂects an understanding of Jamestown not as the birthplace of democracy in America but as the creation of a European outpost in a neighborhood that included Africans,
Native Americans, and other Europeans. With contributions from both prominent and rising scholars, this volume oﬀers far-ranging and compelling studies of peoples, texts, places,
and conditions that inﬂuenced the making of New World societies. As Jamestown marks its four-hundredth anniversary, this collection provides provocative material for teaching and
launching new research. Contributors: Philip P. Boucher, University of Alabama, Huntsville Peter Cook, Nipissing University J. H. Elliott, University of Oxford Andrew Fitzmaurice,
University of Sydney Joseph Hall, Bates College Linda Heywood, Boston University James Horn, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation E. Ann McDougall, University of Alberta Peter C.
Mancall, University of Southern California Philip D. Morgan, Johns Hopkins University David Northrup, Boston College Marcy Norton, The George Washington University James D.
Rice, State University of New York, Plattsburgh Daniel K. Richter, University of Pennsylvania David Harris Sacks, Reed College Benjamin Schmidt, University of Washington Stuart B.
Schwartz, Yale University David S. Shields, University of South Carolina Daviken Studnicki-Gizbert, McGill University James H. Sweet, University of Wisconsin, Madison John Thornton,
Boston University Making Publics in Early Modern Europe People, Things, Forms of Knowledge Routledge The book looks at how people, things, and new forms of knowledge created
"publics" in early modern Europe, and how publics changed the shape of early modern society. The focus is on what the authors call "making publics" — the active creation of new
forms of association that allowed people to connect with others in ways not rooted in family, rank or vocation, but rather founded in voluntary groupings built on the shared
interests, tastes, commitments, and desires of individuals. By creating new forms of association, cultural producers and consumers challenged dominant ideas about just who could
be a public person, greatly expanded the resources of public life for ordinary people in their own time, and developed ideas and practices that have helped create the political
culture of modernity. Coming from a number of disciplines including literary and cultural studies, art history, history of religion, history of science, and musicology, the contributors
develop analyses of a range of cases of early modern public-making that together demonstrate the rich inventiveness and formative social power of artistic and intellectual
publication in this period. The Experience of Revolution in Stuart Britain and Ireland Cambridge University Press This volume ranges widely across the social, religious and political
history of revolution in seventeenth-century Britain and Ireland, from contemporary responses to the outbreak of war to the critique of the post-regicidal regimes; from royalist
counsels to Lilburne's politics; and across the three Stuart kingdoms. However, all the essays engage with a central issue - the ways in which individuals experienced the crises of
mid seventeenth-century Britain and Ireland and what that tells us about the nature of the Revolution as a whole. Responding in particular to three inﬂuential lines of interpretation
- local, religious and British - the contributors, all leading specialists in the ﬁeld, demonstrate that to comprehend the causes, trajectory and consequences of the Revolution we
must understand it as a human and dynamic experience, as a process. This volume reveals how an understanding of these personal experiences can provide the basis on which to
build up larger frameworks of interpretation. Old St Paul’s and Culture Springer Nature Old St Paul’s and Culture is an interdisciplinary collection of essays that looks predominantly at
the culture of Old St Paul’s and its wider precinct in the early modern period, while also providing important insights into the Cathedral’s medieval institution. The chapters examine
the symbolic role of the site in England’s Christian history, the London book trade based in and around St Paul’s, the place of St Paul’s commercial indoor playhouse within the
performance culture of sixteenth and seventeenth-century London, and the intersection of religion and politics through events such as civic ceremonies and occasional sermons.
Through the organising theme of culture, the authors demonstrate how the site, as well as the people and trades occupying the precinct, can be positioned within wider ﬁelds of
representations, practices, and social networks. A focus on St Paul’s is therefore about more than just the speciﬁc site on Ludgate Hill: it is about those practices and
representations connected to it, which either extended beyond or originated in places other than the Cathedral environs. This points to the range of localised, regional, national, and
transnational relationships in which the precinct and its people were situated and to which they contributed. The Juggler of Notre Dame and the Medievalizing of Modernity Volume
1: The Middle Ages Open Book Publishers This ambitious and vivid study in six volumes explores the journey of a single, electrifying story, from its ﬁrst incarnation in a medieval
French poem through its proliﬁc rebirth in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The Juggler of Notre Dame tells how an entertainer abandons the world to join a monastery, but is
suspected of blasphemy after dancing his devotion before a statue of the Madonna in the crypt; he is saved when the statue, delighted by his skill, miraculously comes to life. Jan
Ziolkowski tracks the poem from its medieval roots to its rediscovery in late nineteenth-century Paris, before its translation into English in Britain and the United States. The visual
inﬂuence of the tale on Gothic revivalism and vice versa in America is carefully documented with lavish and inventive illustrations, and Ziolkowski concludes with an examination of
the explosion of interest in The Juggler of Notre Dame in the twentieth century and its place in mass culture today. The Juggler of Notre Dame and the Medievalizing of Modernity is
a rich case study for the reception of the Middle Ages in modernity. Spanning centuries and continents, the medieval period is understood through the lens of its (post)modern
reception in Europe and America. Profound connections between the verbal and the visual are illustrated by a rich trove of images, including book illustrations, stained glass,
postage stamps, architecture, and Christmas cards. Presented with great clarity and simplicity, Ziolkowski's work is accessible to the general reader, while its many new discoveries
will be valuable to academics in such ﬁelds and disciplines as medieval studies, medievalism, philology, literary history, art history, folklore, performance studies, and reception
studies. Before the Baton Musical Direction and Conducting in Stuart and Georgian Britain Boydell & Brewer How was large-scale music directed or conducted in Britain before baton
conducting took hold in the 1830s? Deﬁning the Holy Sacred Space in Medieval and Early Modern Europe Routledge Holy sites, both public - churches, monasteries, shrines - and more
private - domestic chapels, oratories - populated the landscape of medieval and early modern Europe, providing contemporaries with access to the divine. These sacred spaces thus
deﬁned religious experience, and were fundamental to both the geography and social history of Europe over the course of 1,000 years. But how were these sacred spaces, both
public and private, deﬁned? How were they created, used, recognised and transformed? And to what extent did these deﬁnitions change over the course of time, and in particular as
a result of the changes wrought in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Taking a strongly interdisciplinary approach, this volume tackles these questions from the point of view
of archaeology, architectural and art history, liturgy, and history to consider the fundamental interaction between the sacred and the profane. Exploring the establishment of sacred
space within both the public and domestic spheres, as well as the role of the secular within the sacred sphere, each chapter provides fascinating insights into how these concepts
helped shape, and were shaped by, wider society. By highlighting these issues on a European basis from the medieval period through the age of the reformations, these essays
demonstrate the signiﬁcance of continuity as much as change in deﬁnitions of sacred space, and thus identify long term trends which have hitherto been absent in more limited
studies. As such this volume provides essential reading for anyone with an interest in the ecclesiastical development of western Europe from the thirteenth to the eighteenth
centuries. A History of the Peoples of the British Isles: From Prehistoric Times to 1688 Routledge The three volumes of A History of the Peoples of the British Isles weave together the
histories of England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales and their peoples. The authors trace the course of social, economic, cultural and political history from prehistoric times to the
present, analyzing the relationships, diﬀerences and similarities of the four areas. Covering British history from prehistoric times to 1688, Volume I's main themes include: * the
development of prehistoric, Roman and Anglo-Saxon Britain * discussions of family and class structures * Medieval British history * the Stuart and Tudor leaderships * the arts and
intellectual developments from 1485 to 1688. Presenting a wealth of material on themes such as women's history, the family, religion, intellectual history, society, politics, and the
arts, these volumes are an important resource for all students of the political and cultural heritage of the British Isles. Art, Literature and Religion in Early Modern Sussex Culture
and Conﬂict Routledge Art, Literature and Religion in Early Modern Sussex is an interdisciplinary study of a county at the forefront of religious, political and artistic developments in
early-modern England. Ranging from the schism of Reformation to the outbreak of Civil War, the volume brings together scholars from the ﬁelds of art history, religious and
intellectual history and English literature to oﬀer new perspectives on early-modern Sussex. Essays discuss a wide variety of topics: the coherence of a county divided between East
and West and Catholic and Protestant; the art and literary collections of Chichester cathedral; communities of Catholic gentry; Protestant martyrdom; aristocratic education; writing,
preaching and exile; local funerary monuments; and the progresses of Elizabeth I. Contributors include Michael Questier; Nigel Llewellyn; Caroline Adams; Karen Coke; and Andrew
Foster. The collection concludes with an Afterword by Duncan Salkeld (University of Chichester). This volume extends work done in the 1960s and 70s on early-modern Sussex,
drawing on new work on county and religious identities, and setting it into a broad national context. The result is a book that not only tells us much about Sussex, but which also
has a great deal to oﬀer all scholars working in the ﬁeld of local and regional history, and religious change in England as a whole. Biblical Scholarship, Science and Politics in Early
Modern England Thomas Browne and the Thorny Place of Knowledge Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. Kevin Killeen addresses one of the most enigmatic of seventeenth century writers,
Thomas Browne (1605-1682), whose voracious intellectual pursuits provide an unparalleled insight into how early modern scholarly culture understood the relations of science,
politics and religion. The book centres on a reassessment of Browne's most elaborate text, Pseudodoxia Epidemica, his vast encyclopaedia of error and through this explores the
multivalent nature of early-modern enquiry. The Cambridge Companion to Writing of the English Revolution Cambridge University Press A Companion to the writing produced by the
English Revolution, with supporting chronology and guide to further reading. New Worlds Reﬂected Travel and Utopia in the Early Modern Period Routledge Utopias have long
interested scholars of the intellectual and literary history of the early modern period. From the time of Thomas More's Utopia (1516), ﬁctional utopias were indebted to
contemporary travel narratives, with which they shared interests in physical and metaphorical journeys, processes of exploration and discovery, encounters with new peoples, and
exchange between cultures. Travel writers, too, turned to utopian discourses to describe the new worlds and societies they encountered. Both utopia and travel writing came to
involve a process of reﬂection upon their authors' societies and cultures, as well as representations of new and diﬀerent worlds. As awareness of early modern encounters with new
worlds moves beyond the Atlantic World to consider exploration and travel, piracy and cultural exchange throughout the globe, an assessment of the mutual indebtedness of these
genres, as well as an introduction to their development, is needed. New Worlds Reﬂected provides a signiﬁcant contribution both to the history of utopian literature and travel, and
to the wider cultural and intellectual history of the time, assembling original essays from scholars interested in representations of the globe and new and ideal worlds in the period
from the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, and in the imaginative reciprocal responsiveness of utopian and travel writing. Together these essays underline the mutual indebtedness
of travel and utopia in the early modern period, and highlight the rich variety of ways in which writers made use of the prospect of new and ideal worlds. New Worlds Reﬂected
showcases new work in the ﬁelds of early modern utopian and global studies and will appeal to all scholars interested in such questions. Glory, Laud and Honour The Arts of the
Anglican Counter-Reformation Boydell Press No description available. Memory and Mortality in Renaissance England Cambridge University Press This collection reexamines
commemoration and memorialization as generative practices illuminating the hidden life of Renaissance death arts. The Church of England 1688-1832 Unity and Accord Routledge A
wide ranging new history of a key period in the history of the church in England, from the 'Glorious Revolution' of 1688-89 to the Great Reform Act of 1832. This was a tumultuous
time for both church and state, when the relationship between religion and politics was at its most fraught. This book presents evidence of the widespread Anglican commitment to
harmony between those of diﬀering religious views and suggests that High and Low Churchmanship was less divergent than usually assumed. Tomb Destruction and Scholarship
Medieval Monuments in Early Modern England Art in England The Saxons to the Tudors: 600-1600 Oxbow Books Limited Art in England ﬁlls a void in the scholarship of both English and
medieval art by oﬀering the ﬁrst single volume overview of artistic movements in Medieval and Early Renaissance England. Grounded in history and using the chronology of the
reign of monarchs as a structure, it is contextual and comprehensive, revealing unobserved threads of continuity, patterns of intention and unique qualities that run through English
art of the medieval millennium. By placing the English movement in a European context, this book brings to light many ingenious innovations that focused studies tend not to
recognize and oﬀers a fresh look at the movement as a whole. The media studied include architecture and related sculpture, both ecclesiastical and secular; tomb monuments;
murals, panel paintings, altarpieces, and portraits; manuscript illuminations; textiles; and art by English artists and by foreign artists commissioned by English patrons. Westminster
Abbey Reformed 1540–1640 Routledge Title ﬁrst published in 2003. Westminster Abbey occupies a unique position in the religious and royal landscape of the United Kingdom and
Commonwealth. As the scene of coronations and other great public occasions, it has been the continuing focus of the nation's religious life for half the Christian era. Yet the building
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itself would not have survived the upheavals of the Protestant Reformation had the institution running it not been itself 'reformed' from monastery into collegiate church. These
nine studies discuss ways in which Westminster's new corporate structure evolved in the ﬁrst century of its existence, and look at some of the personalities who played a part in
that process. New research, much of it in the Abbey's own rich archive, opens up previously unseen views of this great church's internal aﬀairs, its relationship with the Crown, and
its place in its own locality. Worcester Cathedral An Architectural History Worcester Cathedral is one of the outstanding monuments of medieval England. This book, a revised and
updated translation of the German edition (2000), is the ﬁrst complete architectural history of the cathedral, covering all aspects of the building from the 11th to the 14th centuries,
including the later restorations. The four phases of Worcester Cathedral's construction represent the successive stages of English medieval architecture. The Norman cathedral,
begun in 1084 by the last Anglo-Saxon bishop of England, Wulfstan II, has, through the reconstruction of its large crypt and a wealth of archaeological evidence, been recognised as
one of the ﬁrst monuments of the Anglo-Saxon/Anglo-Norman overlap. The nave's late 12th-century west bays are famous for their transition between late Anglo-Norman and early
Gothic architecture. The east arm, started in 1224, is a key building in the Early English style. Finally, the 14th-century nave is of special interest because it demonstrates the
change from the Decorated to the Perpendicular style. In this authoritative book these phases of construction are set in their historical context, based on architectural and
documentary evidence. Patrons, masons and ﬁnance are all discussed. The iconographical signiﬁcance of the cathedral's rich sculptural embellishments, the functions and liturgical
arrangements of the building (such as altars, shrines and Lady Chapels) and the veneration of Worcester saints Oswald and Wulfstan are explored. Worcester Cathedral is of
national importance as the burial place of King John, whose son, Henry III, acted as patron of the new Worcester choir. An important contribution to the history of ecclesiastical
buildings, this well illustrated book will also be of interest to any who have marvelled at the splendour of Worcester Cathedral architectural heritage. The Oxford History of
Anglicanism, Volume I Reformation and Identity c.1520-1662 Oxford University Press The Oxford History of Anglicanism is a major new and unprecedented international study of the
identity and historical inﬂuence of one of the world's largest versions of Christianity. This global study of Anglicanism from the sixteenth century looks at how was Anglican identity
constructed and contested at various periods since the sixteenth century; and what was its historical inﬂuence during the past six centuries. It explores not just the ecclesiastical
and theological aspects of global Anglicanism, but also the political, social, economic, and cultural inﬂuences of this form of Christianity that has been historically signiﬁcant in
western culture, and a burgeoning force in non-western societies today. The chapters are written by international exports in their various historical ﬁelds which includes the most
recent research in their areas, as well as original research. The series forms an invaluable reference for both scholars and interested non-specialists. Volume one of The Oxford
History of Anglicanism examines a period when the nature of 'Anglicanism' was still heavily contested. Rather than merely tracing the emergence of trends that we associate with
later Anglicanism, the contributors instead discuss the ﬂuid and contested nature of the Church of England's religious identity in these years, and the diﬀerent claims to what should
count as 'Anglican' orthodoxy. After the introduction and narrative chapters explain the historical background, individual chapters then analyse diﬀerent understandings of the early
church and church history; variant readings of the meaning of the royal supremacy, the role of bishops and canon law, and cathedrals; the very diverse experiences of religion in
parishes, styles of worship and piety, church decoration, and Bible usage; and the competing claims to 'Anglican' orthodoxy of puritanism, 'avant-garde conformity' and Laudianism.
Also analysed are arguments over the Church of England's confessional identity and its links with the foreign Reformed Churches, and the alternative models provided by English
Protestant activities in Ireland, Scotland and North America. The reforms of the 1640s and 1650s are included in their own right, and the volume concludes that the shape of the
Restoration that emerged was far from inevitable, or expressive of a settled 'Anglican' identity. Broken Idols of the English Reformation Cambridge University Press Why were so many
religious images and objects broken and damaged in the course of the Reformation? Margaret Aston's magisterial new book charts the conﬂicting imperatives of destruction and
rebuilding throughout the English Reformation from the desecration of images, rails and screens to bells, organs and stained glass windows. She explores the motivations of those
who smashed images of the cruciﬁxion in stained glass windows and who pulled down crosses and defaced symbols of the Trinity. She shows that destruction was part of a
methodology of religious revolution designed to change people as well as places and to forge in the long term new generations of new believers. Beyond blanked walls and whited
windows were beliefs and minds impregnated by new modes of religious learning. Idol-breaking with its emphasis on the treacheries of images fundamentally transformed not only
Anglican ways of worship but also of seeing, hearing and remembering. Current Contents
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